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LIGHTING DESIGN LAB

A Northwest utility funded lighting education facility 
promoting commercial and industrial energy conservation.
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 Lighting Classes (local and regional)

 Demonstration Area

 LDL LED Qualified Products List

 Lighting Consultations

 Website Resources

 Outdoor Lighting Center

 Technical Information

 Product Evaluations
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 Tours of Facility
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 Lighting Guides

 General Information
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THE BASICS

 Some 2013 Context

 90% of all lighting work currently underway in the country is retrofit.

 In a ‘quote’ normal year, the economy grows by about 3.5 %, and the 
retro-fit market only represents about 20% of the work.

 3.3% decline in NEMA’s Lighting System Index in the 3rd Quarter 2012.

 1.4 billion 4’ lamps are currently burning in this country, half of which, (or
700,000,000) are T12, magnetically ballasted.

 9 out of 10 new lighting products involve LED’s.

 LED’s are mentioned only a hand full of times in the 9th.Ed. of the IES 
Handbook, (1999). In the 10th. Ed. that number is almost 500!
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THE BASICS

 Some 2013 Context, (cont.)

There are (2) major forces at work currently in our country 
which are almost completely responsible for the state of 
frenzied innovation:

 Energy Codes, now adopted in some form almost 
everywhere, driving down electrical usage for lighting with 
each iteration.

 LED’s, making their way into every niche of the industry, and 
causing conventional technologies to get better.

Consider this . . . .

The DOE has determined the upper limit of performance of LED’s will be 

300 LPW!

10

Existing Energy Picture

Source:  NEMA
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New Opportunities

Designers and 
specifiers should be 
ready to tap into Utility 
rebate programs that 
will increasingly be 
targeted to LED 
applications in the 
coming years.

The strongest 
rebate opportunities 
are in the 
commercial arena, 
specifically in areas 
that have 24/7 
lighting needs, such 
as parking garages, 
parking lots and 
warehouses.

LD+A Jan. 2013

12

$64$26$1068Linear Panels

$300$92$40233Canopy Fixtures

$400$79$25395Parking Garage Fixtures

$225$89$19156High Bay Fixtures

$100$49$2093Track Heads

$100$11$2561Down Light Fixtures

$45$11$2424Replacement Lamps

Amount

Maximum

Amount

Average

Amount

Minimum# of RebatesTYPE of LED

Rebate Snapshot 

Prescriptive LED Programs

Source: BriteSwitch North American Rebate and Incentive Database – 1/ 2013
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To Retrofit or to Redesign?

A ‘Retrofit’ involves modifying the lighting system so as to lower its 
operating costs, or to improve the performance of that system while 
not changing the original intent of the design. It May involve only 
changing lamps and ballasts, delamping with reflectors, or replacing 
luminaires one-for-one without relocating them.

A ‘Redesign’ involves modifying the lighting system so as to 
intentionally alter the goals of the existing design. Essentially a 
new design with some practical limitations, may involve relocating 
luminaires, or adding and/or removing luminaires.

14

Retrofitting

Going back to the late 1980’s

Main thrust was to replace T12 lamps 
and magnetic ballasts with T8 lamps 
and electronic ballasts.

Energy savings of 30% or more was 
achieved, and the market 
transformed.

Currently however, only 60% of T12 
troffers have been retrofitted.

Other retrofitting activities:
Replacing Low Bay HID fixtures with

new T5 and T8 fixtures
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Old Thinking

Because innovations weren’t making their way into 
the market at the same rate as today, there was no 
need to consider a retrofit until the back half of a 
lighting system’s expected lifetime.

Then as the system approached end-of-life, it made 
more economic sense to replace it.

‘Full Scale’ Measures:

De-lamping, which ruined light distribution.

Swapping out lamps and ballasts.

Using complete retrofit kits, which ended 
up costing enough to justify replacement of 
the whole luminaire.

16

New Thinking

Now with new technologies coming onto the market 
seemingly every week, a retro-fit can make sense
within a few years after installation.

‘Small Step’ retro-fits now possible:

(Especially if spaces are overlit)

Use lamp wattage to adjust light levels

Use Ballast Factor to adjust light levels

Use wireless controls to maximize savings
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Retrofit Kits

To retrofit a fluorescent or HID product in the field with an LED array 
and electronic driver is complicated. The kit must be evaluated by an 
NRTL to the ANSI/UL safety standards UL8750 for the LED portion 
and UL1598 for the luminaire portion.

The kit must include installation instructions that will then become a 
major part of the safety investigation. That investigation will include 
thermal and mechanical tests to ensure that the NEC and the 
ANSI/UL codes are met when the kit is installed. Of special concern 
is whether the kit has been tested with the specific luminaire.

Get written confirmation from the kit manufacturer and a copy 
of the NRTL report, which will delineate the specific luminaires
that can be retrofitted with that kit.

18

Retrofit Kit Installation

There are two ways to get a kit installed either in the field or in the 
factory. If the kit is NRTL Listed, anyone qualified can install the kit, 
per installation instructions. If the kit is a Recognized Component, 
it can only be installed in the field by a qualified person, and the final 
assembly must be inspected by a representative of the NRTL that is 
acceptable to the AHJ.

If the product is to be removed for renovation, it can be sent back to 
the factory where the final product will be NRTL labeled and 
inspected by the NRTL factory rep.
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New Construction

Best Practice

Energy efficiency designed in from the start:

Refer to the IES Design Guidelines: 10th.Ed. Handbook

Energy Codes:
Based on ANSI/ASHRAE/IES 90.1 – 2007, Energy Standard for all Buildings except 

Low-Rise Residential
Minimum requirement specified by EPAct  2005

Legislation Updates:
EPAct 1992, EPAct 2005

Required States to certify they have state energy codes in place at least as 
stringent as 90.1 – 2007

Additional requirements for federal buildings
EISA 2007

• Specific reduction levels for federal buildings
• Mandated phase-out of incandescent A-lamps starting in 2012

20

Trends in Energy Efficient Lighting

Changes in Metrics: (How rates will be determined)

From W/ft2. (power density) to kWh/ft2. (energy density)

 Increased use of lighting controls, especially wireless

Remote control of lighting for load shedding, (utility based)

 Increased use of fluorescent and LED sources in 
commercial applications

Accelerating, (unstoppable?), popularity of LED sources 
and luminaires
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THE DETAILS

Fluorescent solutions include two technologies, T8 and T5. Both lamps offer lamp life out to 
40,000+ hours, (up to 84,000), and since fluorescent lamps achieve mean lumens at 50% of 
lamp life, they may have a working mean lumen lamp life of as long as 30,000+ hours, three 
times that of the metal halide, as well as many other improvements including better color quality 
over the life of the lamps, and instant on/off. With the multi-lamp systems required to achieve 
the lumen packages for the task of lighting Large Volume Spaces, there is built in multi-light 
level switching, additionally easy access to low cost dimming for additional energy savings.

Linear Fluorescent

T8

92+ LPW

85 CRI

60,000+ hour rated life

90% Lumen Maintenance

Good optical package

T5

93(HO) – 104 LPW

85 CRI 

50,000 hour+ rated life

92% Lumen Maintenance

Better optical package

22

New T5’s

High Efficacy: 100+ LPW
28w. Standard*

36,000+ hrs. Ave. Rated Life
54w. High Output (HO)

36,000+ Ave. Rated Life
49w. & 45w.** versions 

High surface brightness 
(glare)

(Lower efficacy than 28 watt)

*Also available in 35w.

**Fewer Lumens, less Light
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Small Aircraft Hangar

400w.Standard MH, 
(465w. per fixture). 
Retro-fitted with 4-
Lamp T5HO sheet 
metal luminaires, 
(216w.per fixture).  
Light level increase 
to 50fc from 30fc.

24

“Octron 28 Super Saver”

Lamps use 12.5% less power 
than 32w. T8 systems.

1.6% increase in mean lumens 
more than 700* series lamps.

Extra Efficient T8 Lamps

*Some 700 Series lamps 
now meet EISA standards 
@78 CRI
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HP T8 Lamps & Ballasts

‘Super’ T8’s

 Produce 3100+ Initial Lumens 

 Maintain 2915 or greater Mean Lumens 

 Higher LPW than standard T8 (92 vs 86)

 Must use ‘Programmed Start’ ballast 

 Now achieve a rated life of 24,000  

32,000  40,000  48,000  60,000  

84,000 hours.

26

28w. T8 Lamp

97%

94%

95%

LLD

24,000      32,000

30,000      38,000

2725 2645Philips

36,000 (IS)   ---

42,000          ---

2750 2585GE

24,000      36,000

36,000      42,000

2725 2588Osram

LIFE 
3hr- Inst /  Programmed

12hr- Inst /  Programmed

LUMENS
Initial  /  Mean
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25w. T8 Lamp

97%

94%

95%

LLD

24,000       30,000**
30,000 36,000

2500 2425Philips

40,000       46,0002400 2256GE

24,000       36,000*2475 2351Osram

LIFE 
3hr- Inst/ Programmed

12hr- Inst/ Programmed

LUMENS
Initial / Mean

* Quicktronic PS ballast

** Advance Optanium PS ballast

28

Instant Start Alternative

Replace existing 32w. T8 lamps on 
any Instant Start, (IS) system for an 
immediate savings of 7 watts, or 
approximately 25% energy savings 
over Rapid Start, (RS).

Replace existing 34w. T12 lamps on 
magnetic ballasts with ALTO Energy 
Advantage 25w. T8 on an Instant 
Start ballast can result in savings of 
up to 60 watts per fixture, or 
approximately 40% energy savings. 

NOTE: May be incompatible with dimming ballasts!
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Standard T8’s Get Better

30

Impressive Numbers

T8 and T5 lamps have features that overlap, both have pros and cons. T8 systems cost 
less. T5 lamps can be had in less costly ‘sheet metal’ fixture designs.

All testing done at 15 min. OFF
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Metal Halide
STANDARD:
Neutral CCT (3500K - 4300K)
Magnetic Ballast
‘Probe Start’
Noticeable color shift over time
Lamp life: 12,000 - 20,000 hrs.
Cold starting: down to -12c
LPW: ~85
CRI: 60 - 75
High LLD: ~30%

CERAMIC:
CMH has 2 electrodes  
‘Pulse Start’

Ceramic arc tube stabilizes 
color shift
Improves lumen maintenance
Improves lamp efficacy (LPW)

PULSE START:
10-15% Higher Initial Lumens 
LLD:80%                                      
Better color stability                 
Reduced warm-up / re-strike time

32

20,0006323,00032,000368320w. PS MH

20,0006526,00037,000400350w. PS MH

20,0005123,50036,000460400w. MH

LIFE 
(HOURS)

MEAN 
LPW

MEAN 
LUMENS

INITIAL 
LUMENS

WATTSLAMP

Mean Lumens

Pulse Start lamps require pulse start ballasts.  Retrofitting to
pulse start lamps requires a re-ballast as well. 

Ceramic Metal Halide and many newer low wattage metal 
halide lamp types are pulse start.
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BF Goodrich Aviation

 1000w. Standard MH High Bays @ 80 ft.+ 
 Possible Retrofits vs. Common conceptions:

 Pulse Start MH will not match lumens?

Space is too high for fluorescent?

No LED equivalent soon?

1,000w. MH is rated at 71,000(v) M.L.

54w.T5HO is rated at 4700 M.L.

71,000 / 4700 =  15+ T5HO lamps

34

High Watt Metal Halide

703700K16,00063,00075,000MS 750Sylvania

654000K16,00060,00082,000MVR 750G.E.

654000K16,00057,40082,000MS 750Philips

654000K12,00080,500100,600MS 875Venture

654000K12,00071,000110,000MH 1000Venture

CRICCT

AVE.

LIFE

MEAN

LUMENS

INITIAL

LUMENSLAMP
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T5HO Alternative

36

T5HO 5000 Lumens 226w.

25’
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T5HO 5000 Lumens 226w.

38

Lithonia I-Beam LED 24,000 Lumens 264w.
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Lithonia I-Beam LED 24,000 Lumens 264w.

40

Lithonia I-Beam LED 18,000 Lumens 207w.
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Lithonia I-Beam LED 18,000 Lumens 207w.

MOCK-UP ROOM, SWITCH D

42

LED Alternatives

EQUIVILENT TO 175w. MH

@ L70
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LED Alternatives

ROUGHLY EQUIVILENT TO 250w. MH

@ L70

44

Future LED Alternatives

16,808 Lumens @169w. (99 LPW)

100,000 Hrs. @ L70
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Despite improvements, the venerable 400w. 
pulse start metal halide lamp should be put in the 
lamp museum. At 24,000 hours of rated lamp life 
in the vertical position, and mean lumens 
reached at only 40% of lamp life, we have a lamp 
of just 28,000 lumens and a mean lamp life of 
just 9,600 hours. So, less light through 9,600 
hours, and less than was designed for, not to 
mention its associated color shift through the 
slide into end of life at 24,000 hours.

Life After Metal Halide

Improvement in fluorescent and LED technologies, are 
rendering the metal halide to the bone yard of lamps. 

46

High Pressure Sodium

Very warm CCT: 2200oK

Decent Ave. Life: 24,000+ hrs.

Cold starting: down to -30c

High measured LPW: ~120

Poor color rendering: 25 CRI

Still the dominant source in street 
lighting, (but not for long).
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Induction

Fluorescent technology

RF signal energizes the lamp

Cold starting: -25oF.

Soft Instant Start

60,000 hrs. @ L70

Wattages: 40 – 200

LLD:  ~ 65%

80 CRI

3500oK

4100koK

5000oK

MOCK-UP ROOM, SWITCH B
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Plasma

L.E.P
LIGHT EMITTING PLASMA

Now available in 90+ CRI, and 
colors more appropriate to broad 
usage, plasma presents a 
significant improvement in optical 
control and compact source 
architecture that HID and LED 
can’t equal.  While limited in real 
utility to applications where 
greater than 10,000 lumens are 
needed, such as open areas, 
roadway interchanges, large flood, 
and sports lighting, plasma is an 
excellent companion to LED 
technology.

Architectural SSL Magazine

A single LEP source, smaller than the US 
quarter, can produce up to 45,000 lumens of 
brilliant white light. 

COMING SOON?
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MH Dimming Ballasts

Step Dimming to 50% rated power

(light output to 60%)

Full light output from 50% in less 
than 1 minute

Wattages:

200, 250, 320, 350, 400

50

Before he gets Cranky, Let’s Take a Quick …

B R E A K !
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LED Technology

SSL – LED’s In 2012 plenty of positives were 
achieved, particularly on the products 
side, but standards are lagging, cost 
remains an issue, and “must-have”
value is not there.

Architectural SSL Magazine

Just a few short years ago, the 
use of Solid State Lighting was 
limited to traffic signals, exit 
signs, and holiday lights, as LED 
manufacturers struggled to 
produce white light that was 
suitable for general illumination.

James Broderick                        
NEMA electroindustry Magazine 
February, 2013

SSL is at a turning point. Their 
ultimate success, and the energy 
savings that will result, depends on 
technology, (which is already 
outperforming earlier generations) 
continuing to improve.

REMEMBER: LED’s were hardly mentioned in 
the 9th, Ed. of the IES Handbook.

52

LED’s

 Advantages

 Quickly gaining in efficacy 
on fluorescent tubes.*

 Since LED’s are imbedded, 
fixtures are directional, 
allowing for more efficient 
optics.

 Quality of White Light 
LED’s now comparable to 
fluorescent, recent 
advances assure better 
consistency in color and 
CCT.

 Significantly longer ‘useful’
life.

*Remember, DOE has theorized the         
LED maximum LPW to be 300!
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LED’s

 Advantages (cont.)

 Light output has improved by 35% per year 

 Costs have dropped by 20% per year

 No infrared, (IR) radiation

 No ultraviolet, (UV) rays

 Mercury free

 Can operate in cold environments

 Can withstand impact and vibrations

 Inherently digital for ease of control??

 Instant on

 Growing trend toward . . . .

SSL is a technology that lends itself to 
being controlled, so why are there so many 
issues, especially with dimming?  Lots of 
reasons, including incompatibility with older 
technologies not suited for SSL. But the 
greatest barrier is a lack of an open 
dimming protocol.

Architectural SSL Magazine
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Modularity

Zhaga consortium, (and others)
Creates interface specifications for 

light engines with the goal of 
promoting interchangeability 
among manufacturers.

Has defined a 5-phase process to 
balance the need for differences 
with the need for uniformity.

www.zhagastandard.org

Zhaga is an industry-wide 
cooperation between LED 
companies aimed at enabling the 
interchangeability of LED light 
sources made by different 
manufacturers, in the hope that it 
will prevent market 
fragmentation and incompatible 
products.
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LED’s

 The Trouble with Lumen Evaluation

 The way that lumen output is traditionally measured, reported 
and interpreted is a problem for evaluating and comparing 
LED fixtures.

 Lumens are an imperfect measurement of ‘perceived’
intensity of light.

 LED fixtures and conventional fixtures are tested differently, 
hence some photometric data is reported differently.

 A fixture’s total lumen output does not account for wasted 
light.

 LED fixtures typically waste less light than conventional 
fixtures.

 ‘Eye Sensitivity Curve’ adjusts lumen content by source’s 
Spectral Powder Distribution.

56

LED’s

 Useful Life

 Rated Lamp Life of Conventional Sources
 Well established methodology: LM-49-01, LM-65-01

 Life rated at 50% failure point

 Lumen Maintenance and Depreciation
 IES publication LM-80-08

 Counterpoint to LM-49 and LM-65

 Instead of rated life, LM-80 measures lumen depreciation

 Factors include:

 Drive current

 Heat generated within the device
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LED’s

Useful Life (cont.)

 Lumen Maintenance and Depreciation (cont.)

 Maintenance measurements – Lp

 L is initial output

 P is the percentage maintained over a number of hours

i.e. L70 measure how long a source will retain 70%,

(or lose 30% of its initial output)

Knowing an LED’s ‘Useful Life’ is important because they 
continue to deliver light after initial output has decreased by 
50%, or more.  Users need to know how long an LED fixture 
will retain a meaningful percentage of its initial light output,
NOT how long will it take to fail.

58

LED’s

 Useful Life (cont.)
 Useful Life Defined

 The length of time a light source delivers a minimum 
acceptable level of light in a given application.

 Changes in light levels go undetected down to 70% of initial 
levels, especially if change is gradual.

 For general lighting applications, Useful Life could therefore 
be defined as the length of time it takes an LED source to 
reach 70% of its initial output, L70

Solid State LED fixtures offer many improvements and certainly are the big winners for lower power density, 
and longer life systems with mean or design lumens for a typical L70 expected life of 50,000 hours. This is the 
6-times lamp life rule from TM-21-11. Many manufactures are also publishing “predicted” LED system 
lamp life in the 100,000-150,000 hour range.
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LED’s

 Useful Life (cont.)

 Additional Testing Criteria
 LM-80 requires testing of 

LED sources for 6,000 
hrs. though it recommends 
10,000 hrs. and enforces 
the ‘6 Times Lamp Life 
Rule’.

 TM-21 establishes criteria 
for projecting long term 
lumen maintenance of 
LED sources.

Solid state LED systems have another advantage in lamp life that the fluorescent systems do not have. At 
20,000 hours the fluorescent system has 50% lamp failure while the LED system boast no fixtures out at 
L70 lamp life. This much longer lamp life and 100% fixture on system gives the end user a significantly 
better ability to maintain light levels in the space to the levels design for the application and reduced 
maintenance cost over the life of the system.

60

Large Volume Spaces

Typically:
Large open spaces

Visual Obstructions

Moderate Level Ambient Lighting

Task Lighting used where needed

Skylights

Light Levels: 25fc – 100fc

Safety Concerns (controls needed)

Trends:
More acceptable ‘White’ Light

T5HO Fluorescent or LED’s

Lighting Controls

Energy / Cost Consciousness
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Industrial Applications

Industrial facilities often have high 
hours of operation and illumination 
throughout large areas which make 
them ideal for an efficient lighting and 
controls retrofit.

Lighting Retrofits Guidelines for Industrial Facilities
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LARGE VOLUME SPACES

SEATTLE ENERGY CODE 2009

NA0.50 W/FT.2ALL

SPACE-BY-SPACELPATYPE OF STORAGE

WAREHOUSE

5-15 fc10-30 fcSTORAGE

NA10-30 fcOPEN

VERT. LEVELSHOR. LEVELSTYPE

WAREHOUSE

IES RECOMMENDED ILLUMINANCE LEVELS
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Typical Lighting SystemsTypical Lighting Systems

Low Bay Luminaires:

Typically mounted less than 20’ - 25’
above the work plane.

Historically, either MH, MV, HPS, or 
Linear Fluorescent.

High Bay Luminaires:

Typically mounted more than 25’
above the work plane.

Historically either MH, MV, or HPS.
:

64

Advanced Energy Design GuideAdvanced Energy Design Guide

The fourth in a series designed to provide 
recommendations for achieving 30% 
energy savings over the minimum code 
requirements of ANSI/ASHRAE/IESNA 
Standard 90.1.

This Guide focuses on warehouses up to 
50,000 sq.ft and self storage buildings.

The recommendations in this guide will 
allow Contractors, Consulting Engineers, 
Architects and Designers to easily 
achieve advanced levels of energy 
savings without having to resort to 
detailed calculations or analyses.

For more information on the entire 
Advanced Energy Design Guide 
series,visit the AEDG web page at 
www.ashrae.org/aedg.

Small Warehouses and Self Storage Buildings
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Lighting RecommendationsLighting Recommendations
Skylights Area (percent of gross 

roof)
Climate zone 7 - 5-7% prismatic diffusing skylights required in 
warehouse areas (except in self storage areas) 

Climate zone 8 - No skylights recommended in warehouse areas 
due to winter heat loss and minimal daylight availability

Thermal transmittance U-0.69 U-1.36

Solar heat gain 
coefficient (SHGC) 

0.64 No Recommendation above code

Visible light  
transmittance (VLT)

0.59

Interior 
Lighting Lighting power density 

(LPD)

Warehouse (bulky & Self Storage) = 0.6 W/ft2

Warehouse (fine storage) = 0.85 W/ft2

Office area = 0.9 W/ft2

Linear fluorescent lamps T5HO or T8 high-performance with high-performance electronic 
ballast

Controls for daylight 
harvesting

Automatic dimming or switching of all luminaires in daylit areas

Occupancy controls Auto-on/off for all luminaires in the warehouse and self storage 
areas, manual-on/auto-off for all office areas 

Ceiling surface 
reflectance

80%

Exterior 
Lighting

Canopied areas 0.5 W/ft2
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Storage Warehouse – T8HP
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Storage Warehouse – T8HP

68

Storage Warehouse – T5HO
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Storage Warehouse – T5HO

70

Bi-Level Aisle Lighting

Occupancy Detected, 
Fixtures at Full Output

No Occupancy Detected, 
Fixtures at Half Output
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Open Warehouse – T8 HP

72

Open Warehouse – T8 HP

MOCK-UP ROOM, SWITCH E
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Open Warehouse – T5HO

74

Open Warehouse – T5HO
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Open Warehouse – Induction

76

Open Warehouse – Induction
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Cold Storage - LED

78

Large Volume Spaces

30fcIVELEM.

50fcIIIH.S.

80fcIICOLLEGE

125fcIPRO

LEVELSCLASSTYPE

GYMNASIUM

NA0.95 W/FT.2WHOLE BLDG.

SPACE-BY-SPACELPATYPE OF SPACE

GYMNASIUMS

IES RECOMMENDED ILLUMINANCE LEVELS

SEATTLE ENERGY CODE 2009
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No more ‘one color fits all’ installations. The traditional 
“gym” space in a school is no longer used just for physical 
education classes, it has evolved into a truly multi-
purpose space. To that end the LED systems can once 
again offer a design solution by being able to tune the 
color temperature to the activity in the gym. Easily done 
with simple controls this approach allows the end user to 
customize the space for a brighter whiter fast paced 
physical education activity, and mid-range classroom 
color temperature for instruction periods, and a warmer 
lower light level for other activities such and school plays 
and dances.

As with the technology changes of the past, one should stay 
away from luminaires designed for metal halide and 
fluorescent lamps with “LED’s Inside”. Luminaires designed 
for solid state LED’s have different requirements and should 
use luminaires designed for the source you plan to use.

GYMNASIUMS – New Thinking

80

Standard Practice
Acrylic Refractor – Wide Beam
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Wide Beam – 22’ Aperture
Acrylic Refractor

82

Standard Practice
Aluminum Reflector – Narrow Beam
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Narrow Beam – 17” Aperture
Aluminum Reflector

84

Gymnasium

High-Bay Fixtures:

400w. MH (458-watts/fixture) 

30 FC ave.

CRI = 65

Industrial Strip Fixtures:

(6) – F32T8 lamps (224 watts/fixture)

50 FC ave.

CRI = 85
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Gymnasium

Industrial strip fixtures:

(4) – F54T5HO lamps (234 w./fixture)

50 FC ave.

CRI = 85

High Bay fixtures:

400w. HPS (465 w./fixture)

30 FC ave.

CRI = 22

86

4 Lamp T5HO: 81% Efficient
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4 Lamp T5HO: 90% Efficient

88

4 Lamp T8 – 99.3% Efficiency
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Gymnasium – T8 HP

90

Gymnasium – T5HO
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90w.    11,000 Lumens ~ 175w. MH

130w.  14,400 Lumens ~ 250w.  MH

Round LED Luminaires

These round forms are specifically designed to take 
advantage of the LED array shape, NOT a matter of fitting 
the LED’s into an existing form. Note, each has a center 
location for a motion sensor, making it easy to add controls. 

(Remember: T5HO = 4700 lumens)

92

Linear LED Luminaires

Here again are fixtures designed around the LED form. 
Note the significant heat sinks, instead of LED strips 
stuffed into existing fluorescent fixtures. A heat test will 
reveal if a fixture cannot remove the heat fast enough to 
keep the LED’s at operating temperatures.

Ask for LM-79 and LM-80 test reports, especially if the 
fixture looks like a cross-over product.
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Large Volume Spaces

IES RECOMMENDED ILLUMINANCE LEVELS

30fc            30fcSIMPLELARGE

50fc            50fcDIFFICULTMEDIUM

100fc         100fc*EXACTINGFINE

300fc         300fc*DETAILED EXACTINGMACHINING

LEVELS

HOR.         VERT.

DESCRIPTIONTYPE

FACILITY

MANUFACTURING

*Task lighting needed to meet these illumination levels

NA1.11 W/FT2WHOLE BLDG.

SPACE-BY-SPACELPATYPE OF SPACE

FACILITY
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Boeing

• 400W MH High Bays

• ~475W / Luminaire

• Occupancy Control isn’t feasible

• 4 lamp T5HO High Bays

• ~240 watts / luminaire

• Simple Occupancy Sensor Control
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Large Volume Spaces

IES RECOMMENDED ILLUMINANCE LEVELS*

PARKING LOTS

10:12.0fc H  0.2fc V4UNCOVERED

MAX. / MIN.AVE. LEVELSZONETYPE

LOTSPARKING

0.10w./FT2

4

ZONE

*Will defer to updated RP-28 when published

SEATTLE 2009
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Parking Lot Lighting

Uniform lighting of parking 
lots to appropriate horizontal 
illuminances requires detailed 
attention to the proper spacing 
of poles, (no less than 0.2 fc)

Proper spacing, in turn 
depends upon pole height and 
luminaire photometric 
distribution

Uniformity is typically 
expressed as “max to min” or 
“average to min” values over 
the defined area, in this case, 
no more than 10:1.

Large Volume Spaces

Vertical illuminance, measured at 5 ft. above 
grade, is also important, in most cases the 
recommended minimum is 2.0 fc.
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Small Parking Lot

400w Pulse Start MH 
Horiz. burn Shoebox 
Mounted at 30 ft.

98

Small Parking Lot

210w LED                     
Horiz. burn Shoebox 
Mounted at 30 ft.

+ $9,400

- $800

SIMPLE PAYBACK:  
11.75 YRS.
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Large Parking Lot

400w Pulse Start MH 
Horiz. burn Shoebox 
Mounted at 30 ft.

100

Large Parking Lot - LED

210w. LED              
Horiz. burn Shoebox 
Mounted at 30 ft.

+ $42,000

- $4,300

SIMPLE PAYBACK:  
9.75 YRS.
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CONTROLS

The deployment of SSL’s can 
lead to exciting new intelligent 
controls approaches.  The 
sooner the industry can 
develop a universal foundation 
for this, the sooner the 
manufacturers can deliver.

Kevin Willmoth

Architectural SSL Magazine Jan. 2013

60%

40%

Occupancy 
Sensor

Bi-Level Switching

Warehouse

EXPECTED SAVINGSCONTROLSPACE TYPE
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ACRONYMS & TERMS

L70 Time to 70% lumen maintenance

NRTL Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory

AHJ Authority Having Jurisdiction

NEMA National Electrical Manufacturers Association

ANSI American National Standards Institute

IES Illuminating Engineering Society

NEC National Electrical Code

CEE Consortium of Energy Efficiency

UL United Laboratories
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REFERENCES

 IES LEM-3-07  Guidelines for Upgrading Lighting Systems in Commercial and 
Institutional Spaces, (due to be updated this year)

 IES Lighting Handbook, 10th Ed.

 Advanced Energy Design Guide for Small Warehouses and Self-Storage Buildings

 Advanced Lighting Guidelines

www.algonline.org

 Architectural SSL Magazine

www.architecturalssl.com

 LEDs Magazine

www.ledsmagazine.com

 Electroindustry Magazine

www.nema.org
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CALL, VISIT OR CLICK!

206.325.9711

800.354.3864

LIGHTING DESIGN LAB

2915 – 4th Avenue South

Seattle, WA 98119

www.lightingdesignlab.com
jeff@lightingdesignlab.com


